Consider a space consisting of a finite number of small elements. Let's call these small elements discrets of this space. Let's all discrets have the same size and shape. Let's discrets be the minimal possible elements of this space, so that the discrets themselves can not be divided into parts and can not consist of other elements. The discrets fill in entirely any limited part of the space, so that any part of the discret boundary is shared with one of the adjacent discrets. Figure 1 shows an example of a two-dimensional space constructed in this way, where the discrets are in the form of squares. The restriction of the part of space, which shown in Fig. 1 , is indicated by the bold line.
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In this article, author consider the construction of a model of a physical space with discrete space, matter and time. For such a space, the emergence of a contradiction of the analogous Zeno's paradoxe "Stadium" is shown. Author show the elimination of the contradiction of this paradoxe with the introduction of the concept of the order of time's motion. It is also shown, that for a space consisting of a finite number of small elements of a certain form, there can exist a minimum possible number of stages of time's motion, in which there will not be a contradiction of the analogous Zeno's paradoxe "Stadium". The assumption about influence of time's motion on transfer of the information on a finding of a matter in space that in turn can influence the future arrangement of a matter in space is advanced.
Consider a space consisting of a finite number of small elements. Let's call these small elements discrets of this space. Let's all discrets have the same size and shape. Let's discrets be the minimal possible elements of this space, so that the discrets themselves can not be divided into parts and can not consist of other elements. The discrets fill in entirely any limited part of the space, so that any part of the discret boundary is shared with one of the adjacent discrets. Figure 1 shows an example of a two-dimensional space constructed in this way, where the discrets are in the form of squares. The restriction of the part of space, which shown in Fig. 1 , is indicated by the bold line. Any part of matter can be in such a space only by taking up a multitude of discrets of this space. Let's call the matter, which occupying one discret, materat. Materats can only be in discretes. Any part of a matter consists of a finite number of materats. The density of matter occupying one discrete is determined only by the form of the given discrete. If the discrets are the same, so they have the same shape and size, then the density of matter occupying these discrets is also the same. Materats can pass from the discret in which they are located, only to adjacent discrets. Materats can make a transition to a adjacent discret only across the boundary of the discret, in which they are located, with a discret, transition into which will take place. For example, in Figure 2 Let's two materats can not be in the same element of space (discrete) at the same time (in the same vekat). In this case, each materat can at the same time (in the same Vekat) located only in one discret. Suppose that a system consisting of one materat and one discret, in which the specified materat is located, has a property, if a certain reason arises, to move the specified materat into an adjacent discrete. Each materat can move from one discret only to an adjacent discret. The transfer of the materat from one discret to an adjacent discret can occur in a time not less than the minimum part of time's motion, so not earlier than with the change of the value of the vekat.
Let's assume that Materat Number One is in the Disret number One, and Materat Number Two is in the Discret Number Two. Let the Dicret number One has adjacent Discret 4 number Three and the Discrete number Two has the same adjacent Discrete number Three. In Figure 3A , this situation is illustrated by the example of a two-dimensional space where the discrets are squares. In figure 3A and the following drawings, D is the designation of the discrets, M is the designation of the materats, and V is the designation of the vekats. Figure 3A Let, when the value of the vekat equal to zero, there was a certain reason for moving the materat number one from the discret number one to the discret number three. And this reason being such, that the indicated movement must be carried out at the minimum part of time's motion, so this movement will be occur with the next change of the value of the vekats. Also, suppose, at the same vekat, which value equal to zero, there was a certain reason for moving the materat number two from discret number two to discrete number three. And this reason being such, that the indicated movement must be carried out at the minimum part of time's motion, so this movement will be occur with the next change of the value of the vekats (see So, when it will be changing of the value of a vekats from zero to one, it must be moving both materats number one and number two in to the discret three (see Fig. 3C ). Figure 3C But according to the above conditions of the space, which we are considering, two Materats can not be at the same time (in the same Vekats) in the same element of space (Discret). There is a paradox associated with the movement of matter in the space indicated above. In the 20th century a similar paradox was pointed out by S.A. Yanovsky as an interpretation of the paradox of Zeno's "Stadium". As show S.A. Yanovskaya paradox "Stadium" refer to difficulties "arising in the assumption of the existence of indivisible segments of the path and atoms of the time"
1 . As a description of the Zeno's paradox "Stadium" S.A. Yanovskaya led the situation when two runners run from opposite ends of the stadium towards each other, both of them being so fast that "on the run from one end of the race to the other, each of them only needs an atom of time" 2 . As a result, the meeting of the runners in the middle of the stadium must take place in the half of the time atom, which is impossible in the case of the indivisibility of the atoms of time. In the case described above in this article, the "encounter" of two materats should take place in the half of the time atom and in the half of the space atom (see Fig. 3B ). This is analogous to the situation when runners move towards each other with equal speed from opposite ends of the stadium with an odd number of atoms of the space between them. Moreover, let each of the runners overcome one atom of space in one time atom, so the number of space atoms overcome by each of them will be equal to the number of atoms of time during which these space atoms are overcome. The distance traveled by each of them to the place of a possible encounter should be equal to N / 2 atoms of space. Time passed by each of them to the place of a possible meeting should also be equal to N / 2. In the case when the number of atoms N is odd, N / 2 is not an integer. That is, the meeting of two runners should take place in the half of the atom of space and in the half of the atom of time, which in the case of their indivisibility is impossible. Thus, there is a contradiction analogous to the Zeno's paradox "Stadium" in the interpretation of S.A.
Yanovsky. In this article Zeno's paradox "Stadium" will be implied in this interpretation.
Let us consider how changes in conditions corresponding to the time's motion can remove this contradiction. Suppose that the condition, that all vekats in all discrets of the space have the same value, is not fulfilled. Let's all the discrets be the same and, accordingly, all the materats are also be the same. Let us consider two options A and B, which have the difference in the form of discrets filling the space.
Option A. Let the space be two-dimensional and let the shape of the each discret will be a square, so that the boundaries of the discrets are the sides of the corresponding squares (see Suppose that in all discrets of a given space the value of the vekats is zero. Take an arbitrary discret number one. Let us take any discret number two that is adjacent to it. For the space under consideration, the common boundary of the discret number one and the discret number two will be one of the sides of the square, the shape of which has all the discrets of the space under consideration, including, of course, both the discret number one and the 7 discret number two. Than choose discret number three adjacent to the discrete number two, so that in the chosen "square" space the boundary of discret number three with discret number two was parallel to the boundary of discret number two with discret number one. Similarly, choose discret number four adjacent to the discret number three, so that the boundary of discret number four with discret number three was parallel to the boundary of discrete number three with discrete number two, which in turn, due to the above selection, will be parallel to the boundary of discrete number two with discrete number one . This selection of discrete numbers one, two, three and four is shown in Figure 4B (D is the designation of the discrets, M is the designation of the materats, and V is the designation of the vekats). Figure 4B Let the time's motion in this space consist of nine stages, it should be noted that this choice is due solely to the sequence of the presentation, which will be explained below. Let the first stage be the change of the vekat from zero to one only in discrets according to Figure   4C (the boundaries of the discrets in which the value of the vekats changes at this stage are highlighted in bold). So, for the discrets considered above, at the first stage of time's motion there will be a change of the values of the vekats in discret number one and in the dicret number four.
Figure 4C
Then at the second stage of time's motion will be changes of the values of the vekats in the discrets according to Figure 4D (the boundaries of the discrets in which the value of the vekats changes at this stage are highlighted in bold). So, for the discrets considered above, at the second stage of time's motion there will be a change of the value of the vekat in the discret number two. And in the discrets in which there was already change of the values of the vekats at the first stage, including changes in discrete number one and number four, the value V already equal to 1 as it is also indicated in Figure 4D . Figure 4D 9
Then at the third stage of time's motion there will be changes of the values of the vekats in the discrets according to figure 4E (the boundaries of the discrets in which the value of the vekats changes at this stage are highlighted in bold). So, for the discrets considered above, at the third stage there will be a change of the value of the vekats in discret number three. And in the discrets in which there was already a change of the values of the vekats in the first (discrete number one and number four) and the second (discrete number two) stage, the value V already equal to 1 as it is indicated in figure 4E . Figure 4E For the selected two-dimensional "square" space (see Fig. 5 ), the numbers of the time stages (or steps) are indicated in the discrets (number in the center of the "squares" in Fig. 5 ).
It's indicated the order in which is possible to change the values of the vekats. Thus, for the space presented in Figure 5 , at the first stage, there will be changes of the vekats in all discrets where indicated number one, at the second stage there will be a change of the vekats in all discrets where indicated number two and so will continue until the last ninth stage, when the change of the vekats will be in all the discrets where indicated number nine. Then the cycle of the change of the vekats will be repeated, that is, again, first there will be a change of the vekats in all the discrets, where indicated number one, then there will be a change of the vekats in all the discrets where indicated number 2 and so on. Let's look at contradiction analogous to the Zeno's paradox "Stadium" for a twodimensional "square" space with the order of the change of the vekats same as was shown above (see Fig. 5 ). Only now we arrange discrets number one, two and three according to the figure 6A . Just, as in the Figure 5 , in Figure 6A , the numbers of the time steps are indicated in the discretes (number in the left bottom of the "squares" in Fig. 6A ). accordingly to order in which is possible to change the vekats. Let's assume that Materat number One is in Discret number One, and Materat number Two is in Discret number Two (see Fig. 6A ).
Figure 6A
Thus, for discret number one there is adjacent (neighboring) discret number three and for the discret number two there is the same adjacent (neighboring) discret number three.
Moreover, the boundary of the discret number one with the discrete number three is parallel to the boundary of the discrete number two with the number three. Let when the value of vekat in the discret one equal zero, there is a certain reason for moving the materat from the discret number one to the discret number three. And this reason being such, that the indicated movement must be carried out at the minimum part of time's motion, so this movement will be occur with the next change of the value of the vekat in discret one. Also, suppose, at the same vekat, which value equal to zero, there was a certain reason for moving the materat number two from discret number two to discrete number three. And this reason being such, that the indicated movement must be carried out at the minimum part of time's motion, so this movement will be occur with the next change of the value of the vekat in discret two (see Fig.   6B ). , which correspond to the specified order of the change of the vekats, first there will be a change of the value of the vekat in the discret one (stage one), and the change of the vekat in the discret two will be at the stage number three.
So initially, the materat will move to discret three from the discret, in which a vekat will be change before. In our case, the materat will first move from the discret one, which corresponds to the considered order of the change of the vekats (see Fig. 6C ).
Рисунок 6C
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The possibility of moving of the materat number two from the discret number two will depend, among other things (certain reasons) from location of the materat number one in discret number three (see Fig. 6C ). So, for the order of the vekats changes indicated in Figure   5 , the situation when two materatas can be in the same discret the same time (at the same stage of time) does not appear. Thus, in the space, which we just consider, there is no contradiction similar to Zeno's paradox "Stadium".
Option B. Suppose that the space is two-dimensional and each discret has the form of a regular hexagon, so that the boundary of the discrets are the sides of the corresponding hexagons (see Fig. 7A ).
Figure 7A
Let's the order of the change of the vekats for the indicated space will be the same as was for Figure 5 (see Fig. 7B ) Figure 7B If we do the consideration of discrets similar to the consideration, which was made for a two-dimensional "square" space, then we can conclude that for the order of changing of the 13 vekats for the two-dimensional space consisting of regular hexagons ( Figure 7B ), there is also no contradiction similar to Zeno's paradox "Stadium". Now we define the order of the change of the vekats for a space consisting of regular hexagons as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 For the modification of the order of the change of the vekats shown in Fig. 8 , simultaneous (at the same stage of time) changes of the vekats in two adjacent discrets is possible. Let discret number one, two and three will be adjacent to each other (see Fig. 9A ).
Figure 9A
Let's assume that Materat number One is in the Discret number One, and Materat number Two is in the Discret number Two. Let's, when the value of vekat in the discret one equal zero, there is a certain reason for moving the materat from the discret number one to the discret number three. And this reason being such, that the indicated movement must be carried out at the minimum part of time's motion, so this movement will be occur with the next change of the value of the vekat in discret one. Also, suppose, at the same vekat, which value equal to zero, there was a certain reason for moving the materat number two from discret number two to discrete number three. And this reason being such, that the indicated movement must be carried out at the minimum part of time's motion, so this movement will be occur with the next change of the value of the vekat in discret two (see Fig. 9B ).
14 Figure 9B
In accordance with the order of the change of the vekats, indicated in Figure 8 , in this case the change of the values of the vekats in discret number one and in discret number two will occur simultaneously (at the same stage of time). Thus, when the value of a vekat changes from zero to one, we must move both materat number one and materat number two to discret number three (see Fig. 9C ).
Figure 9C
Consequently, with the order of the change of the vekats indicated in Figure 8 , a contradiction analogous to the Zeno's paradoxe "Stadium" arises for a space consisting of regular hexagons.
Let's call the order of the times stages (steps) the time matrix. Figure 10A shows the same space as in Figure 6A . In Figure 10A the boundaries of the orders of the time steps (time matrix) are marked by a thick line. Everywhere above each separately considered space had its own time matrix, and it was the same through the whole separately considered space. Also, everywhere above the time matrix were placed in such way that any boundary of one time matrix was common with the boundary of only one neighboring time matrix (see Fig. 10A ).
Figure 10А
It is important to note that for a space in which discrets have a definite shape, there is a minimum possible number of time steps for which there will not be a contradiction similar to Zeno's paradox "Stadium". As was already indicated earlier, everywhere in the spaces considered above, the order of the time steps for each case was the same through the whole chosen space. Situations, where in the same space, the number of stages of time's motion is different, like shown at the Figure 10B , are not considered here. Also, we do not consider here situations with other orders of time matrix, an example of such situations is shown in Figure   10B (the boundaries of the time matrix are separated by a thick line).
Figure 10B
Consider a three-dimensional space and let the discrets have the shape of a cube, so that the boundary of the discret are the sides of this cube. Then, instead of the nine stages of 16 changing of time's motion, which were used for the the two-dimensional "square" space, twenty-seven stages of the times order could be used for the three-dimensional "cube" space (see Fig. 11 ).
Figure 11
Having carried out similar arguments, which were carried out for a two-dimensional "square" space, we see that in that case there will also be no contradiction analogous to Zeno's paradox "Stadium".
All the cases mentioned above were considered for a rectilinear space. It is possible, that there are other discrete forms that fill the possible curvilinear spaces. As was shown, the order of the stages of time, in which there is no contradiction analogous Zeno's paradox "Stadium", depends on the shape of the discrets and on their location in space. Perhaps not only the shape of the discrets, but also the mutual arrangement of the discrets boundaries, determines the order of the sequence of the time stages (steps). The choice of the order of the time stages (steps) in the above cases was somewhat arbitrary. It is possible to consider different types of orders of the stages of time, in which the last stage in one group of discrets will initiate the first stage of time in the neighboring group of discrets, which can be called a sort of relay race of time. For example, in Figures 12A and 12B , we could see the order of time for a twodimensional space where the discrets are squares and the amount of time stages is nine, i.e.
the ninth stage in Figure 12A initiates the first stage in Figure 12B and backward the ninth stage in Figure 12B initiates the first stage in Figure 12A . Figure 12A Figure 12B
For clarity, in Figures 12A and 12B , the order of time is indicated by arrows. In this case, the order of time indicated in Fig. 12A will initiate the orders of time shown in Fig. 12B and, conversely, the orders of time indicated in Fig. 12B will initiate the orders of time shown in Fig. 12A . For example, stage nine highlighted in large font in Figure 12A initiates the stage number one highlighted in large font in Figure 12B and backward stage number nine highlighted in large font in Figure 12B initiates the stage number one highlighted in large font in Figure 12A . It will be interesting to take into account the possibility of transmitting information about location of matter in discretes, thanks to the similar orders of time indicated
in Figures 12A and 12B . The most bold will be the assumption that the transmission of time information about the location of matter in discretes can lead to a change in the position of the matter in other discretes. Also, taking into account previous assumptions, it will be correct to reconsider the possibility of limiting parts of space. Let the order of the time stages 18 correspond to the time's motion matrix, all cells of which are determined by the time stages in the discrete space (see Fig. 13 ). Figure 13 Everywhere above, the boundary of parts of space was determined along the boundary of Вариант А. Пусть пространство двухмерное и пусть каждый дискрет имеет форму квадрата, так что границей дискретов являются стороны соответствующих квадратов (см. рис. 4А).
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Рисунок 4А
Пусть во всех дискретах данного пространства значение векатов равно нулю.
Возьмём произвольный дискрет номер один. Возьмём также любой соседний с ним дискрет номер два. Для рассматриваемого пространства общей границей дискрета номер один и дискрета номер два будет одна из сторон квадрата, форму которых имеют все дискреты рассматриваемого пространства в том числе, конечно, и дискрет номер один и дискрет номер два. Выберем соседний с дискретом номер два дискрет номер три, выберем его таким образом, чтобы в выбранном «квадратном» пространстве граница дискрета номер три с дискретом номер два была параллельна границе дискрета номер два с дискретом номер один. Аналогично выберем соседний с дискретом номер три дискрет номер четыре, так что граница дискрета номер четыре с дискретом номер три была параллельна границе дискрета номер три с дискретом номер два, которая в свою очередь вследствие указанного выше выбора будет параллельна границе дискрета номер два с дискретом номер один. Данный выбор дискретов с номерами один, два, три и четыре указан на рисунке 4Б.
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Рисунок 4Б
Пусть ход времени в указанном пространстве состоит из девяти этапов, надо отметить, что данный выбор обусловлен исключительно последовательностью изложения, что будет объяснено ниже. Пусть первым этапом будет изменение векатов с нуля на единицу в дискретах согласно рисунка 4В (границы дискрет, в которых изменяется значение веката выделены жирным). То есть в рассматриваемых выше дискретах на первом этапе будет изменение веката в дискретах номер один и номер четыре.
Рисунок 4В
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Далее вторым этапом ход времени будет меняться в дискретах согласно рисунка 4Г (границы дискрет, в которых изменяется значение веката выделены жирным). То есть в рассматриваемых выше дискретах на втором этапе будет изменение веката в дискрете номер два. При этом, в дискретах, в которых было изменение векатов на первом этапе, в том числе в дискретах номер один и номер четыре, на рисунке 4Г уже указано значение В равное 1.
Рисунок 4Г
Третьим этапом ход времени будет меняться в дискретах согласно рисунка 4Д
(границы дискрет, в которых изменяется значение веката выделены жирным). То есть в рассматриваемых выше дискретах на третьем этапе будет изменение векатов в дискрете номер три. При этом в дискретах, в которых было изменение векатов на первом (дискреты номер один и номер четыре) и втором (дискрет номер два) этапе, на рисунке 4Д уже указано значение В равное 1.
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Рисунок 4Д
Для выбранного двухмерного «квадратного» пространства на рисунке 5 в дискретах проставлены номера этапов хода времени, то есть указано в каком порядке возможно изменение векатов. Таким образом, для представленного на рисунке 5 пространства на первом этапе будет изменения векатов во всех дискретах где стоит цифра один, на втором этапе будет изменение векатов во всех дискретах где стоит цифра два и так будет продолжаться до последнего девятого этапа, когда изменение векатов будет во всех дискретах где стоит цифра девять. Затем цикл изменения векатов повторится, то есть опять сначала будет изменение векатов во всех дискретах, где стоит цифра один, затем будет изменение векатов во всех дискретах, где стоит цифра 2 и так далее.
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Рисунок 5 Далее, рассмотрим противоречие, аналогичное апории Зенона «Стадий», для двухмерного «квадратного» пространства с указанным выше порядком изменения векатов (см. рис.5). Только теперь расположим дискреты номер один, два и три согласно рисунку 6А. Также как на рисунке 5 на рисунке 6А в дискретах проставлены номера этапов хода времени, то есть указано в каком порядке возможно изменение векатов. Примем, что матерат номер один находится в дискрете номер один, а матерат номер два находится в дискрете номер два (см. рис.6А).
Рисунок 6А
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Таким образом, у дискрета номер один есть соседний дискрет номер три и у дискрета номер два есть тот же соседний дискрет номер три. При этом граница дискрета номер один с дискретом номер три параллельна границе дискрета номер два с дикретом номер три. Пусть при значении веката равном нулю в системе дискрета номер один и находящегося в нем матерата номер один возникла определенная причина к перемещению матерата из дискрета номер один в дискрет номер три, причем указанная причина такова, что указанное перемещение должно осуществляться за минимальную часть хода времени, то есть при изменении значения веката. Также пусть при том же значении веката равном нулю в системе дискрета номер два и находящегося в нем матерата номер два возникла определенная причина к перемещению матерата из дискрета номер два в дискрет номер три, причем указанная причина такова, что указанное перемещение должно осуществляться также, как и в случае матерата номер один, за минимальную часть хода времени, то есть при изменении значения веката (см.
рис.6Б).
Рисунок 6Б
Но согласно проставленным номерам этапов хода времени, то есть согласно указанному порядку изменения векатов, сначала будет изменение веката в дискрете один (этап номер один), а изменение веката в дискрете два будет потом (этап номер три). Так что первоначально в дискрет три переместится матерат из дискрета, в котором раньше произойдёт изменение веката. В нашем случае сначала переместится матерат из дискрета один, что соответствует рассматриваемому порядку изменения векатов (см. рис.6В).
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Рисунок 6В
Возможность же перемещения матерата номер два из дискрета номер два будет уже зависеть, в том числе, и от нахождения матерата номер один в дискрете номер три.
Так что для указанного на рисунке 5 порядке изменения векатов ситуация, когда два матерата могут одновременно (за один и тот же этап хода времени) оказаться в одном дискрете, не возникает. Таким образом, в рассматриваемом пространстве не возникает противоречия аналогичного апории «Стадий». На рисунке 7 представлен ещё один вариант порядка изменения векатов для двухмерного «квадратного» пространства.
Рисунок 7
Указанный на рисунке 7 порядок изменения векатов состоит из шести этапов хода времени. В отличие от рисунка 5 здесь возможны одновременные (за один и тот же этап хода времени) изменения векатов в двух соседних дискретах. На рисунке 8 показана ситуация, когда два матерата находятся в соседних дискретах номер один и номер два, а два других матерата находятся в соседних дискретах номер три и номер четыре.
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Рисунок 8 Как можно увидеть в данном случае возможна непротиворечивая ситуация, когда перемещение матератов в соседних дискретах будет происходить одновременно (за один и тот же этап хода времени). То есть и для представленного на рисунке 7 порядке изменения векатов для рассматриваемого пространства также не возникает противоречия аналогичного апории «Стадий».
Вариант Б. Пусть пространство двухмерное и пусть каждый дискрет имеет форму правильного шестиугольника, так что границей дискретов являются стороны соответствующих шестиугольников (см. рис.9).
Рисунок 9
Определим порядок изменения векатов для указанного пространства аналогично порядка выбранного для рисунка 5 (см. рис.10).
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Рисунок 10 Если проделать рассмотрение дискретов аналогичное рассмотрению, сделанному для двухмерного «квадратного» пространства, то можно сделать заключение, что для представленного на рисунке 10 порядка изменения двухмерного пространства, состоящего из правильных шестиугольников, также не возникает противоречия аналогичного апории «Стадий». Теперь определим порядок изменения векатов для пространства, состоящего из правильных шестиугольников, аналогично порядку выбранному для рисунка 7 (см. рис.11).
Рисунок 11
То есть также, как и на рисунке 7 для представленного на рисунке 11 порядке изменения векатов возможно одновременные (за один и тот же этап хода времени) изменения векатов в двух соседних дискретах. Пусть дискреты номер один, два и три являются соседними друг с другом (см. рис.12А).
Рисунок 12А
Примем, что матерат номер один находится в дискрете номер один, а матерат номер два находится в дискрете номер два. Пусть при значении веката равном нулю для матерата номер один находящегося в дискрете номер один возникает причина, стремящаяся за минимальный ход времени (то есть при следующем изменении значения веката) переместить матерат номер один из дискрета номер один в соседний дискрет номер три. Также пусть при значении веката равном нулю для матерата номер два, находящегося в дискрете номер два возникает причина, стремящаяся за минимальный ход времени (то есть при следующем изменении значения веката) переместить матерат номер два из дискрета номер два в тот же соседний дискрет номер три (см. рис.12Б).
Рисунок 12Б
В соответствии с порядком изменения векатов, указанном на рисунке 11 в данном случае изменение значения векатов в дискрете номер один и в дискрете номер два произойдёт одновременно (за один и тот же этап хода времени). Таким образом, при изменении значения веката с нуля на единицу, в дискрет номер три должны переместиться и матерат номер один и матерат номер два (см. рис.12В).
Рисунок 12В
Следовательно, в отличие от рисунка 7 выполненного для двухмерного «квадратного» пространства, при указанном на рисунке 11 порядке изменения векатов, для пространства, состоящего из правильных шестиугольников, возникает противоречие аналогичное апории «Стадий». 
Рисунок 13Б
Рассмотрим трехмерное пространство и пусть дискреты имеют форму куба, так что границей дискретов являются стороны этого куба. Тогда вместо девяти этапов изменения хода времени принятых для двухмерного «квадратного» пространства для 37 трехмерного «кубического» пространства можно принять двадцать семь этапов хода времени (см. рис.14).
Рисунок 14
Проведя рассуждения аналогичные, проведенным для двухмерного «квадратного» пространства, получаем, что при таком выборе также не будет возникать противоречия аналогичного апории «Стадий».
Все указанные выше случаи были рассмотрены для прямолинейного пространства. 
